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A Generic Formalism for Encoding Standoff annotations in TEI

Abstract

This document outlines a proposal for a consistent encoding of standoff annotations 
in the frame of the TEI standard. The proposed encoding requires the extension of 
the current TEI schema with three additional elements, directly related to the 
encoding of standoff annotations, that provide a generic and flexible structure for 
encoding standoff annotations in multiple layers or levels of annotations.

1. Motivation and Background

The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) is the de facto standard for the representation of texts in digital 
form. It is maintained and developed by a consortium that is a non-profit membership organization 
composed of academic institutions, research projects, and individual scholars (http://www.tei-
c.org/). The TEI Guidelines define encoding methods for machine-readable texts and provide an 
encoding scheme rendered in a formal markup language.

One field that has been very active in the last years and has gained the attention of many researchers 
deals with the encoding of annotations in XML. Corpus annotation is the practice of adding 
interpretative information to a text corpus, by coding added to the electronic representation of the 
text itself. The nature of the information can vary from simple notes or comments regarding certain 
parts of the text, to deep linguistic analysis, like morphologic,  syntactic, semantic, discourse or 
lemma annotations. Thus, the annotations are basically metadata added post hoc that provide 
information about the different elements comprised in a document.

When encoding the annotations, two different approaches can be considered: inline annotations, 
where the markup elements of the annotations are directly added into the annotated data, and 
standoff annotations, where the markup elements of the annotations reside in a location different 
from the location of the data being described by it.
Whereas the inline annotation has as main advantage its simplicity and easy maintenance due to the 
fact that the annotated elements are directly associated to the annotations, it also presents numerous 
drawbacks when implementing multiple types of annotations on the same source text. In such cases, 
the standoff annotation mechanism has shown to be a better option (Dipper 2005).
The standoff annotation mechanism is very flexible and allows the definition of new layers of 
information on the top of the source textual data without disturbing existing ones. Therefore, it 
seems to be the most obvious option for encoding multiple concurrent annotations on a source text.

Different text encoding standards have been proposed that allow the encoding of textual 
annotations: the standards developed in the frame of ISO TC37 / SC4 (Ide and Romary 2006, 
Declerck 2008),  XCES (Ide, Bonhomme and Romary 2000), TIGER-XML (Mengel and Lezius, 
2000), PAULA (Dipper 2005), XStandoff (Stührenberg and Jettka 2009) or TEI (Burnard and 
Bauman 2008).

The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) is a de facto, constantly maintained XML standard for encoding 
and documenting primary data. It has a very large base of users and for primary data and metadata 
levels there is no real alternative to TEI (Przepiórkowski and Banski, 2009). There have been 
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different attempts to encode annotations, and in particular standoff annotations, within the TEI 
(Boot 2009a, Przepiórkowski 2009, Banski and Przepiórkowski 2009, Banski and Przepiórkowski 
2010) but none of them offers a general framework for encoding such annotations. One detailed TEI 
implementation of a standoff annotation can be also found in the TEIWiki page for "Stand-off use 
cases" (http://wiki.tei-c.org/index.php/Stand-off_use_cases). These attempts only disclose specific 
combinations of already existing TEI elements that allow to encode the annotations implemented in 
the corresponding projects.

Even if the TEI Guidelines[1] provides different elements for encoding standoff annotations, it does
not disclose any methodology for consistently encoding the standoff annotations. Basically, the 
guidelines disclose the basic referencing mechanisms for linking pieces of the source document 
with the annotations (see the TEI Guidelines: Chapter 16.9, 17.4 and 20.4), but they do not provide 
any information or general guidance for encoding in a consistent manner the standoff annotations, 
i.e. the linking information together with the annotation's content. Furthermore, it is also not clear in 
the TEI Guidelines where, in the whole TEI structure, the data corresponding to the standoff 
annotations should be encoded.

Therefore, two basic problems arise when encoding standoff annotations in TEI: where to encode 
the information of the annotation, i.e. the contents of the annotation and the linking information, 
and how to encode said information.

Since this type of annotations have become a very powerful tool for analyzing and exploiting the 
encoded text, it seems to exist an urgent need of defining such type of general structure in the TEI 
schema for encoding standoff annotations in a more comprehensive and coherent manner.

    
2. General encoding principles

The following requirements must be fulfilled when defining the general framework for encoding 
standoff annotations in TEI:

• Expressiveness: the framework must be able to encode the heterogenous types of standoff 
annotation models. Thus, it should have enough flexibility to allow the encoding of multiple 
annotation layers, as well as the different content structures, references and segmentations 
that can be defined in the standoff annotation models. 

• Extensivility: the framework must be defined such that it can be used not only to encode 
standoff annotations of textual information, but also of any type of  source data, including 
audio, video, image, etc, providing a common formalism independently of the type of data.

• Uniformity: the framework must provide a general mechanism that, even allowing different 
ways of encoding the annotation information, provides a generic structure that embraces all 
these possible encodings.

• Predictability: it should offer a general encoding frame such that any person not directly 
involved in the encoding of a specific type of annotation could understand the encoding 
structure and expect to have certain information at specific levels of the annotation's 
structure

                                           
1 TEI: Text Encoding Initiative (http://www.tei-c.org/)

www.tei
http://
http://
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• Clarity: the proposed framework should be clear and readable 

• Flexibility: the encoding model should offer a high degree of freedom such that any type of 
standoff annotation model can be encoded under the same and unique structure without the 
need of implementing big customizations

• Simplicity: the proposed frame must be simple to understand and to implement, not only for 
the human encoding the information, but also for the automatic tools creating and exploiting 
the annotations

3. The basic standoff data structure

In  order to identify what type of information should be considered when encoding the standoff 
annotations in TEI, it is useful to analyze what is the nature of the data that can appear in a standoff 
annotation. When analyzing the contents of these annotations, the data can be grouped as follows:

• Standoff metadata: comprises the data providing information about one or more aspects of 
the annotation. It should be stressed that this data do not provide information about the 
source text, but about the annotation itself, like for example author of the annotation, 
method of generation (manual/automatic), external ontology used, etc...

• Referencing data: comprises the data providing references to parts of the source text. 
Typically, references to the source text are implemented by referencing the id's of anchors or 
other elements of a basic segmentation inserted in the source text, or directly referencing 
parts of the text by making use of some offset mechanism, for example using character 
offsets. The referencing data can also be grouped to form groups of references.

• Annotation contents: comprises the data describing the information attached to the 
referenced source data.

Annotation contents

Stand-off metadata

Referencing data

Object identification

Fig. 1: The basic data structure
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It should be noted that this classification of the standoff data does not imply that the different 
types of data are always presented separated. For example, an annotation of a name in the source 
text could be encoded in different forms:

4. Encoding the basic standoff data structure in TEI

In order to encode the information comprised in a standoff annotation, it is proposed to extend the 
current TEI schema by adding a new element that can contain the data of a standoff annotation.

In the present proposal, it is suggested to call this element <stf>, as an abbreviation of the world 
standoff. 

4.1. Encoding the standoff metadata

Two are the main issues to consider when dealing with the encoding of the standoff metadata:

- what to encode as metadata: in the present proposal, only a limited amount of information 
is suggested to be encoded as standoff metadata:

 id: indicating a unique identifier for the annotation
 type: indicating the type of annotation, for example Part Of Speech (POS) annotations
 category identifier: indicating the category associated to the type of annotation in a 

externally defined ontology, for example in ISOCat
 author: indicating the person or software application responsible for the creation of the 

annotation
 creation date: indicating the date when the annotation was generated or last modified

- where to encode the metadata: all these four basic pieces of information can be encoded as 
attributes in TEI using already existing attributes, so it sounds reasonable to encode this 
information as attributes of the element <stf>.

Therefore, the new element <stf> should have at least the following TEI attributes:

att.global (@xml:id): for encoding the unique id
att.typed (@type): for encoding the type of standoff annotation
att.datcat (@datcat): for encoding the data category registry
att.ascribed (@who): for encoding the author of the standoff annotation
att.datable.w3c (@when): for encoding the creation date of the standoff annotation

opt1:       
                                                                           

opt2:             

opt3:

<name> <ptr target="#string-range(d1e001, 5, 9)"/> </name>

<name corresp="#string-range(d1e001, 5, 9)" />

<name corresp="#n23"/>
<ptr xml:id="n23"  target="#string-range(d1e001, 5, 9)"/>

Fig. 2: Various TEI encodings of a simple standoff annotation
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Therefore, a partial (only the minimum set of attributes) declaration of the <std> element is 
disclosed in the following figure:

4.2. Encoding the standoff referencing data

As it was already indicated above, the referencing data comprises the data providing references to 
parts of the source text. 
When encoding the referencing data in the different standoff annotation models, there are two 
different approaches that can be followed:

 grouping of standoff references: in this encoding approach, all the references to the source 
text are grouped and kept independent of the rest of the standoff data. Therefore, in this case, 
specific elements are used for referencing the source text. The referencing data can also be 
further grouped to form subgroups of references inside the main grouping. The annotation 
contents make use of the defined standoff references by referring to their id's. 
This approach is followed, for example, by the PAULA and XStandoff encodings. 

In the PAULA encoding ((Sonderforschungsbereich632 2008), all the references to the 
source text are encoded in the <mark> elements that are grouped with <markList>
elements. The other elements use these references by using references to these elements.

element stf
{
   att.global.attributes,
   att.typed.attributes,
   att.datcat.attributes,
   att.ascribed. attributes,
   att.datable.w3c.attributes,
   ...
}

Fig. 3: Partial declaration of the element <stf>

Fig. 4: Paula 1.0 Conceptual Structure (Data Model) with <multiFeat> and <...List> elements

Annotation contents

Stand-off metadata

Referencing data

Object identification
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In the XStandoff encoding (Stührenberg and Jettka 2009) all the references to the source 
text are encoded in the <segment> elements that are grouped using <segmentation>
elements. All the other elements make use of these references by using references to these 
elements.

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE paula SYSTEM "paula_mark.dtd">
<paula version="1.1">
   <header paula_id="mycorpus.doc2_tok"/>
   

</paula>

Fig.5: Identification of standoff alignments in a exemplary PAULA encoding

<markList xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" type="tok" xml:base="doc2.text.xml">
      <mark id="tok_1" xlink:href="#xpointer(string-range(//body,'',1,2))"/>
      <mark id="tok_2" xlink:href="#xpointer(string-range(//body,'',4,5))"/>
   </markList>

Fig. 6: XStandoff Conceptual Structure (Data Model)

Annotation contents

Stand-off metadata

Referencing data
Object 
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 unconstrained use of standoff references: in this encoding approach, the references to the 
source text are not necessarily grouped into a common place, but they can be used in 
different places depending on the encoding model. This approach is followed, for example, 
by the XCES encoding where no constraints are established regarding the location of the 
alignment information. For example, the following code shows multiple references 
associated with the annotation contents in the according to the xcesAna schema:

<cesAna xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.xml-ces.org/schema 
    http://www.cs.vassar.edu/XCES/schema/xcesAna.xsd" version="1.0">
      
         

<orth>It</orth>
<lex>
   <base>it</base>
   <msd>Pp3ns</msd>
   <ctag>PPER3</ctag>
</lex>

<orth>was</orth>
<lex>
    <base>be</base>
   <msd>Vais1s</msd>
   <ctag>AUX1</ctag>
</lex>
<lex>
   <base>be</base>
   <msd>Vais3s</msd>
   <ctag>AUX3</ctag>
</lex>

</cesAna>

<chunk xlink:href="#p1s1">
<tok id="p1s1w1" xlink:href="#xpointer(string-range(id('p1s1'), '', 1, 5))">

<tok id="p1s1w2" xlink:href="#xpointer(string-range(id('p1s1'), '', 7, 5))">

<chunkList xml:base="exampleDoc.en.xml">

</tok>

</chunk>
</tok>

</chunkList>

Fig.8: Identification of standoff alignments in a exemplary XCES encoding

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsf:corpusData ...>
  <xsf:primaryData start="0" end="24" xml:lang="en">
    <textualContent>The sun shines brighter.</textualContent>
  </xsf:primaryData>

  <xsf:annotation>
   <xsf:level xml:id="l_morph">

      <xsf:layer xmlns:m="http://www.xstandoff.net/morphemes"...>
        <m:morphemes xsf:segment="seg1">
          <m:m xsf:segment="seg2"/>
         </m:morphemes>
      </xsf:layer>
    </xsf:level>
    <xsf:level xml:id="l_syll">
      <xsf:layer xmlns:s="http://www.xstandoff.net/syllables"...>
        <s:syllables xsf:segment="seg1">
          <s:s xsf:segment="seg2"/>
        </s:syllables>
      </xsf:layer>
    </xsf:level>
  </xsf:annotation>
</xsf:corpusData>

  <xsf:segmentation>
    <xsf:segment xml:id="seg1" type="char" start="0" end="24"/>
    <xsf:segment xml:id="seg2" type="char" start="0" end="3"/>
    <xsf:segment xml:id="seg3" type="char" start="4" end="7"/>
  </xsf:segmentation>

Fig.7: Identification of standoff alignments in a exemplary XStandoff encoding
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Also with a XCES encoding, the following example, from the The Open American National 
Corpus, follows the same approach:

Another example can be found in a TEI exemplary encoding of standoff annotations 
disclosed in the TEI Wiki page related to the Stand-off use cases (http://wiki.tei-
c.org/index.php/Stand-off_use_cases).

Therefore, the proposed TEI encoding should be able to manage both approaches.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<cesAna xmlns="http://www.xces.org/schema/2003" version="1.0.4">

      <feat name="xmlns" value="http://www.xces.org/schema/2003"/>
      <feat name="version" value="1.0.4"/>

      <feat name="type" value="article"/>
      <feat name="xml:lang" value="en-US"/>

      <feat name="id" value="p1"/>

   ...
</cesAna>

Fig.9: Identification of standoff alignments in a exemplary XCES encoding from the ANC

<struct type="cesDoc" from="0" to="65865">

<struct type="text" from="1" to="65864"/>
<struct type="body" from="2" to="65863"/>
<struct type="div" from="3" to="65862">

<struct type="p" from="4" to="719">

</struct>

</struct>

</struct>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<TEI xmlns="http://www.tei-c.org/ns/1.0">
   <teiHeader>...</teiHeader>
   <text>
      <body>...</body>
      <back>
         <div type="persons">
            <listPerson>
               <person xml:id="tm_person_195364">
                  <persName                                                                     
                    ref="http://www.trismegistos.org/name/3756">Κράτης</persName>
               </person>
               <person xml:id="tm_person_195365">
                  <persName           
                    ref="http://www.trismegistos.org/name/2811">Διονύσιος</persName>
               </person>
            </listPerson>
         </div>
       </back>
    </text>
</TEI>

corresp="#string-range(//lb[@n='1'],3,6)"

corresp="#string-range(//lb[@n='2'],0,9)"

Fig.10: Identification of standoff references in a exemplary TEI encoding 

www.trismegistos.org/name/3756">���ķ�</persName>
www.trismegistos.org/name/2811">�
http://
http://
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It should be noted that the attribute @corresp forms part of att.global.linking which is common to 
all the TEI elements through att.global. Therefore, independently of the exact encoding of the 
annotation content, the second approach could always be achieved by referencing the source data 
using the attribute @corresp of the specific annotation content element.
In order to provide a common place for encoding source references according to the first approach, 
it is suggested to add the elements <linkGrp> and <ptr> as childs of <stf>. The element 
<linkGrp> can contain the following elements:

- <ptr>: that allows to encode references to the source text
- <link>: that allows to combine groups of references to the source text

Thus, a partial (only the minimum set of attributes and a child element for encoding standoff
references) declaration of the <std> element is disclosed in the following figure:

4.3. Encoding the standoff annotation contents

In  this case, the possibilities of possible encodings is as big as all the possible annotations, not only 
the linguistic ones, that can be implemented on a text. Therefore, it is not reasonable to proposes a 
general framework that would cover all the possibilities.

Nevertheless, to begin with, three are the possible TEI elements that are candidates to be child of 
the new element <stf>:

 <label>: this element contains any label or heading used to identify part of a text. It can be 
used for encoding very simple annotations on specific parts of the source text

 <figure>: groups elements representing or containing graphic information such as an 
illustration, formula, or figure. It can be used for encoding the graphic information of the 
source text, for example formulas

 <fs>: (feature structure) represents a feature structure, that is, a collection of feature-value 
pairs organized as a structural unit. It can be used for encoding more complex annotations.
The reasons for considering the feature structure as basis for encoding complex annotations 
are the following:

element stf
{
   att.global.attributes,
   att.typed.attributes,
   att.datcat.attributes,
   att.ascribed. attributes,
   att.datable.w3c.attributes,
  (linkGrp ¦ ptr)*
   ...
}
Fig. 11: Partial declaration of the element <stf>
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- the TEI tag set for feature structures can be adopted to represent a heterogeneous set 
of linguistic corpora (Witt, Rehm, Hinrichs, Lehmberg and Stegmann 2009)

- the combination of feature structures with pointers has been already successfully used 
for implementing standoff annotations in TEI (Przepiórkowski 2009, Banski and 
Przepiórkowski 2010)

- the feature structure has been already successfully used for encoding syntactic 
information in a way that maximizes the compatibility with other standards 
(Przepiórkowski 2009) 

- the feature structure in TEI provides a mechanism for defining constraints on the 
structure and further information about the structure through the Feature System 
Declaration. This gives also the opportunity of further providing information about 
the annotation, additional to the information provided in the annotation metadata (see 
TEI Guidelines: 18. Feature Structures)

- the Feature System Declaration can be implemented in a stand-alone container 
<stdDecl>, independent of the <teiHeader> and the <text>. this would allow to clearly 
differentiate the annotation information from the information directly related to the 
source text, i.e. the header and the source text.

- the TEI feature structure allows to align both feature names and their values with 
standardized external data category repositories such as ISOcat (see TEI Guidelines: 
18. Feature Structures) 

- the TEI recommendations for feature structures have been adopted as ISO Standard 
24610-1 Language Resource Management — Feature Structures — Part One: Feature 
Structure Representation

Therefore, it is suggested to add the elements <fs>, <figure> and <label> as childs of <stf> for 
encoding the annotation contents.

A final declaration of the <std> element[2] which would allow to encode all the basic information of 
the standoff annotations as disclosed above would be:

                                           
2 Note: Following the same approach as in (Boot 2009b), the @ana attribute of the standoff referencing data, i.e. <ptr>, could be used 
for identifying the corresponding standoff annotation contents.

element stf
{
   att.global.attributes,
   att.typed.attributes,
   att.datcat.attributes,
   att.ascribed. attributes,
   att.datable.w3c.attributes,
  ((linkGrp ¦ ptr), label, figure, fs)*
}

Fig. 12: Final declaration of the element <stf>
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4.3.1. Encoding the standoff annotation contents using non-TEI schemas

There are cases where it could be more useful to annotate the source data using non-TEI 
schemas that are more specific to certain type of data. For example, the mathematical 
formulas appearing in the source text can be annotated using the generic TEI schema, but 
they can also be annotated using the much more specific MATHML specifications.
Other specifications that could also be used for encoding annotations are the CML for 
chemical formulas and SVG for encoding detailed information about the images in the 
patent.

These non-TEI schemas can be injected into the TEI by using the ODD mechanism. In this 
manner, the standoff annotation contents can be encoded using the specific non-TEI schema.

The following example discloses an annotation of a mathematical formula appearing in the 
source text by using the MATHML specifications injected into the TEI through the ODD 
mechanism[3]:

4.4. Generic example of encoding an annotation using the standoff data structure

The following example encodes a linguistic annotation of a word in the source text using the <fs> 
structure. The different parts of the annotation have been highlighted in order to identify them in a 
easy manner.

                                           
3 This example has been partially taken from http://www.snip2code.com/Embed/5137/TEI--MathML-Example/

<stf xml:id="ann0203" type="auto" dcr:datcat="http://www.isocat.org/datcat/DC-325"  who="math_app" when="2013-07-26">
   <ptr target="#string-range(d1e015, 9, 35)" /> 
   <figure>
      <formula notation="MathML">
         <math xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1998/Math/MathML">
            <mi>ξ</mi>
            <mo>/</mo>
            <msub>
               <mi>I</mi>
               <mrow>
                  <mn>0</mn>
               </mrow>
            </msub>
            <mtext>Caption of the formula</mtext>
         </math>
      </formula>
      <p>Caption of the formula</p>
   </figure>
</stf>

Fig. 13: Encoding standoff contents using non-TEI schema, e.g. MathML

www.w
http://www.w
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4.5. Other examples using the standoff data structure

A. Simple annotations comprising only referencing data

 The following example encodes an annotation consisting in aligning poems in Dutch and 
English within a single book. This example has been partially extracted from (Boot 2009b).

B. Simple annotations comprising referencing data and annotation contents

 The following example encodes a group of three simple standoff annotations on a text
comprising abbreviations found in a text.

<stf xml:id="ann0203" type="auto" dcr:datcat="http://www.isocat.org/datcat/DC-331"  who="xfs_app" when="2013-07-26">
      <ptr target="#string-range(d1e015, 9, 2)" /> 
      <label>Doctor</label>
</stf>
<stf xml:id="ann0204" type="auto" dcr:datcat="http://www.isocat.org/datcat/DC-331"  who="xfs_app" when="2013-07-26">
      <ptr target="#string-range(d1e034, 87, 4)"/> 
      <label>Professor</label>
</stf>
<stf xml:id="ann0205" type="auto" dcr:datcat="http://www.isocat.org/datcat/DC-331"  who="xfs_app" when="2013-07-26">
      <ptr target="#string-range(d1e034, 87, 4)"/> 
      <label>The Right Honourable</label>
</stf>

Fig. 16: Example of a basic standoff data structure

<stf xml:id="align03" type="manual" dcr:datcat="http://www.isocat.org/datcat/DC-3989"  who="us_id09" when="2013-07-26">
   <linkGrp targFunc="English_epigram Dutch_epigram" type="alignment" xml:id="lg-1">
       <link n="emblem1" targets="http.../vae.xml#v012 http.../vae.xml#v014" xml:id="lg-1-001"/>
       <link n="emblem2" targets="http.../vae.xml#v022 http.../vae.xml#v024" xml:id="lg-1-002"/>
   </linkGrp>
</stf>

Fig. 15: Example of a basic standoff data structure

Fig. 14: Generic example of a basic standoff data structure

<stf                                                                                                                                                                                                              />                                                                                                   
   

</stf>

<fs xml:id="">
   <f name="class"><symbol value="noun"/></f>
   <f name="number"><symbol value="plural"/></f>
   <f name="proper"><symbol value="false"/></f>
</fs>

<ptr target="#string-range(d1e001, 5, 9)"/>
xml:id="annot12" type="automatic" dcr:datcat="http://www.isocat.org/datcat/DC-396" who="app_232" when="2013-07-26"

standoff metadata

referencing data

annotation contents
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 The following example encodes a group of two simple standoff annotations on a text
comprising comments made by a user on different parts of a text.

 The following example encodes an annotation on a text comprising translation to different 
languages of the title of a text.

C. More complex annotations comprising referencing data and annotation contents

 The following example encodes a linguistic annotation of a word in the source text using 
the <fs> structure. The feature structure serves to characterize a specific class of linguistic 
entities here, namely nominal phrases of the third person singular kind. This example has 
been partially extracted from (Bański 2010).

<stf xml:id="id_an001" type="manual" dcr:datcat="http://www.isocat.org/datcat/DC-4342"  who="usID003" when="2013-07-26">
      <ptr target="#string-range(pgh435, 15, 22)" /> 
      <label>first feature</label>
</stf>
<stf xml:id="id_an002" type="manual" dcr:datcat="http://www.isocat.org/datcat/DC-4342"  who="usID003" when="2013-07-26">
      <ptr target="#string-range(pgh745, 912, 15)"/> 
      <label>second feature</label>
</stf>

Fig. 17: Example of a basic standoff data structure

<stf xml:id="id_an001" type="manual" dcr:datcat="http://www.isocat.org/datcat/DC-4342"  who="usID003" when="2013-07-26">
      <ptr target="#string-range(pgh435, 15, 132)" /> 
      <label xml:lang="fr">Méthode et appareil de traitement de données</label>
      <label xml:lang="de">Datenverarbeitungsverfahren und -Vorrichtung</label>
      <label xml:lang="en">Data processing method and apparatus</label>
</stf>

Fig. 18: Example of a basic standoff data structure

<stf xml:id="asy0322" type="automatic" dcr:datcat="http://www.isocat.org/datcat/DC-396" who="app_232" when="2013-07-26">
   <ptr target="#string-range(d1e001, 5, 9)"/> 
   <fs>
     <f name="CAT">

         <symbol value="np" />
    </f>
    <f name="AGR">

        <fs>
           <f name="NUM">
              <symbol value="sing" />
           </f>
           <f name="PER" />
              <symbol value="third" />
           </f>
        </fs>
    </f>

   </fs>
</stf>

Fig. 19: Example of a basic standoff data structure
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 The following example encodes an annotation on a text comprising notes made by a user 
on a text from three different points of view: in terms of use, of imagery, rhetoric and 
vocabulary. This example has been extracted from (Boot 2009b). Note that in this case, the 
attribute @ana has been used for linking the referencing data and the annotation contents.

5. Grouping the standoff annotations: encoding the annotation's hierarchy

When dealing with the encoding of annotations, there is often a need of grouping the different 
annotations carried out on the source text. According to (Goecke, Lüngen, Metzing and Stührenberg 
2010), a distinction should be made between two principally different ways of grouping units of 
information related to the annotations:

- Annotation level: refers to the conceptual level of information represented in markup, i.e. 
refers to a model involving theoretical concepts. Example of annotation level is, for 
example, the level of syntax, that analyses the source text according to different syntactic 
theories (e.g. Lexical Functional Grammar, Tree Adjoining Grammar, Categorical 
Grammar)

- Annotation layer: referring to the technical realisation of markup

In many other projects, the annotations are grouped in different levels. For example in (Banski and 
Przepiórkowski 2010), it is stated that:

"The following levels of linguistic annotation are distinguished in the project: 1) 
segmentation into sentences, 2) segmentation into fine-grained word-level tokens, 3) 
morphosyntactic analysis, 4) coarse-grained syntactic words (e.g., analytical forms, 
constructions involving bound words, etc.), 5) named entities, 6) syntactic groups, 7) word 
senses (for a limited number of ambiguous lexemes). "

In  other cases, it would be useful to group the annotations, not based on their conceptual meaning 
and the corresponding realization but based on other project specific requirements, like for example 
grouping the manually created annotations or the automatically created annotations.

<stf xml:id="idNot001" type="manual" dcr:datcat="http://www.isocat.org/datcat/DC-382"  who="usID054" when="2013-07-26">
   <ptr target="#lg-1-001" ana="#fs-001" xml:id="a-1"/>
   <fs type="reworking" xml:id="fs-001">
       <f name="charimage">
           <note>about the <emph>imagery</emph></note>
       </f>
       <f name="charrhet">
           <note>about the <emph>rhetorics</emph></note>
       </f>
       <f name="charvocab">
          <note>about the <emph>vocabulary</emph></note>
      </f>
   </fs>
</stf>

Fig. 20: Example of a basic standoff data structure
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Therefore, it seems clear that it would be useful to establish an encoding freamwork that would 
allow to group different sets of related annotations when encoding them under the TEI.

In order to accomplish this requirement, two further TEI elements are proposed:

 <standoff>:parent element that works as a general container for all the standoff annotation. 
The element <standoff> should, at least, have the following attribute:

- att.global (@xml:id): for encoding the unique id

 <stfGrp>: element for grouping a set of <stf> elements
The element <stfGrp> should, at least, have the following attributes:

- att.global (@xml:id): for encoding the unique id
- att.typed (@type): for encoding the type of standoff annotations encoded 

under the element, for example morphosyntactic, 
semantic, structural, relational

- att.datcat (@datcat): for encoding the data category registry associated to 
the type of annotation stecified in @type

- att.ascribed (@who): for encoding the author of the group of standoff 
annotations

- att.datable.w3c (@when): for encoding the creation date of the group of 
       standoff annotations

The element <standoff> works as a general container for the standoff annotations, that are encoded 
under the child elements <stf>. The element <stfGrp>, also a child of <standoff>, allows to group 
a set of standoff annotations encoded under <stf>.
In order to provide maximum flexibility, similar to other TEI grouping elements, <stfGrp> is also a 
child of <stf>, allowing to create multiple hierarchies of standoff annotations.

Therefore, the declaration of the newly proposed TEI elements is:

element standoff
{
   att.global.attributes,
   (stf ¦ stfGrp)*
}

element stf
{
   att.global.attributes,
   att.typed.attributes,
   att.datcat.attributes,
   att.ascribed. attributes,<
   att.datable.w3c.attributes,
  ((linkGrp ¦ ptr), label, figure, fs)*
}

element stfGrp
{
  att.global.attributes,
  att.typed.attributes,
  att.datcat.attributes,
  att.ascribed. attributes,
  att.datable.w3c.attributes,
  (stf ¦ stfGrp)*
}

Fig. 21: Final declaration of the elements <standoff>, <stfGrp> and <stf>
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The definition of these three elements allows to freely define any hierarchy of annotations when 
encoding them in the TEI:

6. Practical application of annotation hierarchies

In order to illustrate the flexibility of the proposed annotation framework, we will apply it to one 
specific case. In (Bański 2010), there are three different stand-off systems disclosed. In  all of them, 
multiple layers of annotations are implemented on the source text. For simplicity, we will select the 
one used by the Open-Content Text Corpus (OCTC).

Using the proposed encoding framework, there are different approaches that can be followed for 
encoding the standoff annotations. We will disclose three of them for illustrative porpoises:

<standoff>

</standoff>

   <stf>            
                        ....          </stf>

    <stf>            
                        ....          </stf>

    <stf>            
                        ....          </stf>

    <stf>            
                        ....          </stf>

Fig. 22: Example of annotation hierarchy

<standoff>

</standoff>

   <stf>             ....           </stf>

   <stfGpr>
   <stf>         ...        </stf>

   <stf>         ...        </stf>

   <stfGpr>
   <stf>         ...        </stf>

   <stf>         ...        </stf>

Fig. 23: Example of annotation hierarchy

  Dependencies among the annotation layers in the Open-Content Text Corpus. Red arrows 
  (  ) denote the dependencies among the various parts of the hierarchy.

Fig. 24: Open-Content Text Corpus (OCTC) (Bański 2010)
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 "Dependency" hierarchy: in this case, the annotations are grouped based on their 
dependencies

 "Functional" hierarchy: in this case, the annotations are grouped based on their function

Fig. 25: "Dependency" hierarchy

TEI

<standoff>

</standoff>

   <stfGpr type="analysis_A">

<stf type="segmentation_A">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="POStagging _A">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="syntacticAn_X">  ...     </stf>

   <stfGpr type="analysis_B">

<stf type="segmentation_B">  ...     </stf>

   <stfGpr type="analysis_C">

<stf type="segmentation_C">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="POStagging _C">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="syntacticAn_Y">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="syntacticAn_Z">  ...     </stf>

Fig. 26: "Functional" hierarchy

TEI

<standoff>

</standoff>

   <stfGpr type="segmentation">

<stf type="segmentation_A">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="segmentation _B">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="segmentation_C">  ...     </stf>

   <stfGpr type="POS">

<stf type="POStagging_A">  ...     </stf>

   <stfGpr type="analysis_C">

<stf type="POStagging_C">  ...     </stf>

<stf type=" syntacticAn_X">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="syntacticAn_Y">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="syntacticAn_Z">  ...     </stf>
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 No-hierarchy: in this case, the annotations are directly encoded under  without defining any 
hierarchy

7. Location of standoff annotations in the TEI structure

Once the general framework for encoding standoff annotations has been defined, it needs to be 
established where in the whole TEI structure said annotations (i.e. <standoff>) must should be 
encoded.
T h i s  i s s u e  h a s  b e e n  d i s c u s s e d  a n d  i s  s t i l l  o p e n  i n  t h e  T E I  c o m m u n i t y  (see 
http://sourceforge.net/p/tei/feature-requests/378/).

There are basically three alternatives:

 In the <teiHeader>: in this case the standoff annotations would be encoded in the header of 
the TEI document

 In the <text>: in this case the standoff annotations would be encoded in a specific container 
in the <text>, probably a <div> element or in the <back> element. This last encoding 
approach was followed by the TEI exemplary encoding of standoff annotations disclosed in 
the TEIWiki page related to the Stand-off use cases (http://wiki.tei-c.org/index.php/Stand-
off_use_cases).

 In a new place between the <teiHeader> and <text>: in this case the standoff annotations 
would be encoded as an independent "entity" between the <teiHeader> and the <text>.

Fig. 27: No hierarchy

TEI

<standoff>

</standoff>

<stf type="segmentation_A">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="segmentation _B">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="segmentation_C">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="POStagging_A">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="POStagging_C">  ...     </stf>

<stf type=" syntacticAn_X">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="syntacticAn_Y">  ...     </stf>

<stf type="syntacticAn_Z">  ...     </stf>
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In the present proposal, it is suggested to use the last option for introducing the new elements in the 
TEI document structure. 

Most of the reasons for this have been already indicated in the discussions carried out inside the TEI 
community (http://sourceforge.net/p/tei/feature-requests/378/).
Summarising, the reasons for this TEI document structure where the standoff annotations are 
encoded as an independent "entity" not directly linked to the <teiHeader> or the <text> are the 
following:

- it allows to clearly differentiate between the source text and the annotations made on said 
text, that are clearly of different nature (probably different author, creation dates, meaning, 
function...)

- it facilitates the encoding and processing of the TEI documents because all the standoff 
annotations are encoded in a clearly defined location inside the TEI structure

- It is inline with similar mechanisms embedding representations external to the text proper. 
The stand-off annotations, that are not a piece of the text itself, should be stored in a 
"separate" place, different than the text. This makes much more clear the nature of the 
information

- encoding standoff annotations in <teiHeader>, <div> or <back>, is contrary to the original 
porpoise of these elements and introduces confusion on the general encoding

8. Open issues

The present proposal represents only a first approach to the issue of encoding standoff annotations 
in the TEI. There are a number of issues that should be discussed and agreed in the TEI community. 
Some of the open issues are the following:

 Mechanism for encoding the standoff metadata: in the present proposal, only a very limited 
metadata information has been encoded, basically using the attributes of the TEI elements. 
Nevertheless, there is a lot of metadata information that could also be useful to encode and, 

<TEI>

</TEI>

<teiHeader>
           ....
           ....
</teiHeader>

<standoff>
           ....
           ....
</standoff>

<text>
           ....
           ....
</text>

standoff references

Fig. 28: Standoff annotations in the TEI 
              document structure
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probably, it would not be possible to do it by using only the attributes. Therefore, it could be 
useful to think to what extend it could be defined a new mechanism for encoding standoff 
metadata associated to the annotations. 

 Further elements for encoding standoff contents: as in the previous case, the present 
proposal only discloses a minimal set of elements that could be useful for encoding the 
contents of the standoff annotations. Specifically, the elements <label> and <figure> have
been proposed as a generic elements for encoding the most simple annotations on text and 
images and formulas. Nevertheless, there are some cases where it could be more convenient 
to encode the annotations using the specific TEI elements that are very well suited for 
specific annotated data. These TEI elements could also be included as child of <stf>. 
Examples of such elements are:

- <rs> and <name>  for encoding standoff annotations on names
- <date> and <time> for encoding standoff annotations on dates and times
- <address> and <email> for encoding addresses
- <placeName> and <geogName> for encoding standoff annotations on places
- <bibl> for encoding bibliographic references

9. Conclusions

The motivation for the present document was to propose a general framework for encoding the 
standoff annotations in the TEI. Currently there is an urgent need in the TEI Guidelines to provide 
general guidance for encoding standoff annotations. As it stands now, the TEI Guidelines provide 
the key elements for encoding the annotations, i.e. the linking mechanism and the analysis elements, 
but still lacks of a general guidance of how to use said elements in a consistent and predictable 
manner. In some way is like if the Guidelines provide the basic products for making a meal but does 
not provide the recipe for cooking it.

In order to provide such a general frame for encoding the standoff annotations, three are the main 
proposals disclosed in the present document: (1) the introduction of three new TEI elements 
specifically defined for encoding standoff information, (2) a general frame for allowing hierarchical 
encoding of the standoff annotations, and (3) a container for the standoff annotations independent of 
the header and the text of the TEI document. 
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